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Saying hello and goodbye' I , ,
Numbers
Days of week
Personal pronouns
Countries, nationalities, languages
The classroom lanzuaqe. common obiects
Common verb phrases

Jobs
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adjectiveg l, ' ,,'

Verbtobe

:ir

Possesqive

ii

Articles a/an

"r,".qacop-120

Plurals
This/that; these/those
On a plane
Presen! Simple

1.4

axa4ennrvecKhx qacoB

Possessive 's At a hotel

Family
J

,
,;
time
Adver6s offrequency

Common adjectives
Feelings and emotions

;Adjectives word orderr

Daily routine
Time words and expressions

Tellins the date
A

Common verb phrases

:

Telline the

,i.
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12 axaaennrqecKnx qacoB
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Prepositions of time (in, on, at)iln a coffee
shoo

Can/can't

L4 axa4ennrvecxrx qacoB

Like, love, hate, don't like + V-ing

Object'pronouns :, ,,. 'l

Fossebsive pronouns In a clothes shop'
5

Word formation
Past time expressions

6

Go" have. set phrases
Houses and furniture
Prepositions ofplace
Town and city

Past Simple of to

Be ' ,'

There ip/There are
There was/There were
Present Confinuous
P-resgnl $jmple vs. Present Continuous In

thestreet;';''
7

Food

'
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fa$t Simple of Regul4l.verbs' ,
Past Simple oflrreeular verbs In a eift shoo
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L4 axa4em6:tecKhx !tacoB
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L4 axa4ennrvecKrx qacoB
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Cop4table aird uncountable nouns
A"/an, some/any
Ho.w much4low many
Qua11lif1ers.(a lot of, quite a lot

of

much,

qrany, any)

pe going to (plaqs and predictions) At a
restaurant
8
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Personality adj ectives

Comparative adj ectiVes

The weather

Superlative,p.djeqtiygs iri

Past Participles

Would like to
Advgrbs Going
Prdsent Psrfect

home

14 axa4emnvecKux qacoB
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Present Perfect vs. Past Simple
Образовательные программы New English File pre-intermediate (взрослые)
Тема занятий
Количество академических
часов - 120
10 академических часов
Classroom language
Word order in questions
Family
Present Simple
Adjectives describing people’s appearance
Present Continuous
The body
Defining relative clauses Introducing
Prepositions of place
yourself
Paraphrasing
At the airport
Holidays
Past Simple (regular and irregular verbs)
12 академических часов
Verb phrases
Past Continuous
Prepositions of time (at, in, on)
Questions with and without At the
conference hotel auxiliaries
So, because, but, although
Phrasal verbs with Look
Be going to, present continuous with future 14 академических часов
Opposite verbs
meaning
Verb + back
Will/won’t for predictions, promises, offers,
Verb + prepositions
decisions
Tenses review Restaurant problems
Clothes
Present Perfect vs. Past Simple
14 академических часов
Verb phrases
Present Perfect + just, yet, already
Opposite adjectives
Comparatives, as…as, less…than
Superlatives + ever + Present Perfect Lost in
the city (asking for directions)
Verbs after which only infinitive is used
Uses of the infinitive with to
14 академических часов
Verbs after which only V-ing is used
Verb + ing
Modifiers (a bit, incredibly, not very, quite,
Have to, don’t have to, must, mustn’t
really, very)
Expressing movement (Verb + preposition
Play, go, do + sports
of movement) At a department store
Prepositions of movement
Confusing verbs
First conditional
14 академических часов
Animals
Second conditional
Noun formation
May/might
Get phrases
Should/shouldn’t At the pharmacy
Fears and phobias
Present Perfect + for and since
14 академических часов
Events in your life
Present Perfect vs. Past Simple
School subjects
Used to
Synonyms to the word “invent”
Passive voice A boat trip
Adjectives ending –ed and –ing
Something, somewhere, somebody, any-,
14 академических часов
Phrasal verbs
noExpressing similarities
Quantifiers, too, not enough
Word order of phrasal verbs
So, neither + auxiliaries On the phone
Adverbs
Past Perfect
14 академических часов
Say, tell, ask
Reported speech

